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FedRAMP Overview

The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP) is a United States government-based program that provides a standardized approach to security assessments, authorization, and continuous monitoring for cloud products and services.

FedRAMP Requirements

FedRAMP is mandatory for federal agencies implementing cloud deployments for service models at the Low, Moderate, and High levels. Private cloud deployments may be the only exception if they are intended for single organizations and are implemented in federal facilities.

FedRAMP is based on the National Institute Standards of Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800-53 Revision 4 (NIST 800-53 (Rev. 4)) baselines and adds controls above the baseline that specifically address elements of cloud computing. These additional controls ensure all federal data is secure in cloud environments.

The FedRAMP Marketplace

The FedRAMP Marketplace (marketplace.fedramp.gov) is an online repository providing information about cloud service offerings (CSOs) that have achieved a FedRAMP designation, federal agencies that leverage FedRAMP compliant CSOs, and certified Third-Party Assessment Organizations (3PAOs) as accredited auditors for FedRAMP assessment. The FedRAMP Marketplace is one of the primary resources that any federal agency can reference to seek compliant CSOs. This enables more opportunities for Cloud Service Providers (CSP) to obtain subsequent federal contracts with federal agencies.

Cloud Service Provider

Cloud Service Provider (CSP) organizations provide and maintain network services, including data storage and computing infrastructure, hosted in the cloud. They provide on-demand availability of computer system resources which can be accessed without on-premise physical servers.

The Cloud Smart Strategy provides guidance surrounding security, procurement, and the necessary workforce skills needed to foster cloud adaptation and implementation. To address the Cloud Smart Strategy, federal agencies are incentivized to increase computing demands that requires the flexibility and availability of the on-demand infrastructure of cloud services. Some CSPs have extended their services to be compliant with federal regulations to fulfill those demands. However, all federal agency contractors are required under FedRAMP regulations to operate using authorized CSOs when seeking cloud services. Therefore, CSPs must obtain FedRAMP Authority to Operate (ATO) to offer their services to any federal agency. Once a CSP has obtained their first FedRAMP ATO, they will be published onto the FedRAMP Marketplace.
Federal Agency

Federal agencies are government organizations which carry out national goals including resource management, financial oversight, and security issues such as the Department of Defense, the Department of Education, and the Department of Health and Human Services. Federal Agencies are adopting cloud solutions that provide scalable and demand services creating a more efficient and cost-effective program. Since becoming FISMA and FedRAMP compliant can be a long-term project, many federal agencies use the FedRAMP Marketplace to identify potential services that have already been approved for use by the federal government to meet their needs.

Third-Party Assessment Organization

Third-Party Assessment Organizations (3PAO) are the certified independent organizations that help both CSPs and federal agencies meet FedRAMP compliance regulations. Once certified, they will be included in the FedRAMP Marketplace as a resource to help agencies complete their missions related to FedRAMP. They offer both necessary FedRAMP on-going and continuous assessments services, including executing the Security Assessment Plan (SAP) and the Continuous Monitoring Plan assessments. Essentially, their services extend throughout the entire FedRAMP process including the initial gap assessments conducted prior to the FedRAMP process and the continual annual assessments post-FedRAMP ATO.
Overview of FedRAMP Authorization

While required to work with federal agencies, the process to reach FedRAMP authorization can be a long one. In the early adaptation stages of obtaining FedRAMP accreditation, the security authorization process took most organizations 12-24 months to complete. In the summer of 2015, FedRAMP made their process more efficient, but most organizations still need six months or more to obtain authorization. Below is a description of the three main phases of the FedRAMP authorization process: Pre-Authorization, Authorization, and Post Authorization.

Phase One: Pre-Authorization

In phase one of the FedRAMP authorization process, federal agencies will establish partnerships with a service provider. All necessary documentation, planning, and communication pathways must be defined.

Pre-FedRAMP Planning and Partnership Establishment

The Partnership Establishment phase is when federal agencies select a CSO that will meet the agency’s mission needs and to establish a working relationship with the CSP, FedRAMP Program Management Office (PMO), and other relevant agencies. Once a CSO has been selected, the CSP formalizes a partnership with the requesting agency.

The CSP must also establish their system is fully built and functional, display a satisfactory level of commitment, and exhibit an understanding of the entire FedRAMP authorization process to ensure sufficient success rate in obtaining FedRAMP accreditation. The primary evidence that demonstrates this includes a developed system security plan (SSP) with a well-documented Authorization Boundary, system certifications such as Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Federal Information Processing Standard 140 Revision 2 (FIPS 140 (Rev. 2)) security implementations, and established policies and procedures. A Readiness Assessment Report (RAR) should be developed to exhibit all evidence necessary to demonstrate acceptable success in completing the FedRAMP process.

FedRAMP Planning

The FedRAMP Planning phase is used to prepare documentation necessary to organize the tests and assessments that verify implementation of controls needed to meet FedRAMP compliance. All strategies and agendas will be included in the Security Assessment Plan (SAP). The FedRAMP Planning phase also establishes communication channels and mutual storage to maintain documentation to be viewable by all parties, including the federal agency, CSP, and 3PAO. The FedRAMP PMO provides documentation storage called the FedRAMP Office of Management and Budget MAX (OMB MAX) where all parties will be able to coordinate test results, updated documentation, and plans.
Phase Two: Authorization

Full Security Assessment
The Full Security Assessment phase begins testing and assessing the CSO against security controls as outlined in the SAP. This will verify whether the CSP has implemented FedRAMP controls on CSO-related systems and is then further validated by 3PAO. The testing and feedback process will repeat between the CSP and the 3PAO until all remediation actions establish an agreement to acceptable implementation of controls. If a Plan of Actions and Milestones (POA&M) has not already been established, it will be created here to document all remediation items from the assessment. During the assessment, the results will be updated to the POA&M and Security Assessment Report (SAR). Once all results have been addressed and documented, the 3PAO will develop the final SAR and indicate the CSP is ready for the Authorization Process.

Authorization Process
The Authorization Process phase is used to verify all documentation is ready for the agency to sign off on the CSP ATO. The Post-Authorization plans will also be developed, including the finalized POA&M and Continuous Monitoring Plan, ensuring acceptable risk after being granted authorization. The CSP will compile all documentation into the Authorization Package for the agency’s Final Review.

The Authorization package will contain:
- System Security Plan (SSP) (and attachments)
- Security Assessment Plan (SAP)
- Security Assessment Report (SAR)
- Plan of Actions & Milestones (POA&M)
- Continuous Monitoring Plan
- Signed Authority to Operate (ATO) Letter for agency Authorizations

The agency will submit the Authorization Package to the FedRAMP PMO for review. If approved by the FedRAMP PMO, the status of FedRAMP Authorized will be granted to the CSP to recognize the CSO as compliant with an agency ATO. The CSP will then be published in the FedRAMP Marketplace and will be eligible to provide services to any subsequent federal agency.
Phase Three: Post Authorization

The FedRAMP Authorization process does not end with Authorization. Organizations must continue to monitor their services’ quality, maintain alignment to the NIST 800-53 (Rev. 4) controls, and address potential development of risks.

Continuous Monitoring

The Continuous Monitoring phase ensures ongoing quality assurance and addresses additional risks after a CSO has been granted an ATO. To accomplish this, the 3PAO conducts annual assessments to validate any significant deviations and changes to the system. Along with the annual assessments, the CSP will perform monthly scans and assessments. The results of both activities should be well documented to ensure consensus between the agency, the CSP, and the FedRAMP PMO on the development of acceptable risks that occur after ATO.
Challenges

The FedRAMP Authorization process requires extensive scheduling and strong commitment from the CSP and federal agency. Many obstacles that CSPs and agencies encounter exists prior to engaging in the FedRAMP process. The obstacles will continue to develop into subsequent activities after obtaining FedRAMP authorization. Some of the challenges include the lack of existing system requirements, failures in executing successful security assessments, and the lack of continued commitment after authorization has been granted.

However, the greatest consideration for approaching FedRAMP challenges is to be focused in planning and scheduling activities prior to the engagement of the FedRAMP accreditation process. To be considered a successful candidate for FedRAMP, the process requires considerable amount commitment and dedication from the candidate. One of the specific obstacles is the lack of existing documentation and minimum system security requirements. The most essential piece of documentation is the composition of a fully developed System Security Plan (SSP). The process to completing an SSP can be found in Addendum A – Composing a System Security Plan. A completed SSP is a strong indicator that the system has overcome one of the initial challenges and is likely to be successful in crossing subsequent obstacles.

Conclusion

The FedRAMP’s standardized approach is an essential process to ensure cloud security allowing government operations within the cloud. Because the cloud provides high scalability and availability, agencies are increasingly incentivized to migrate into using cloud computing services as part of their system. FedRAMP provides the answer to the migration process. The assurance provided by its authorization process allows for safe operations to adopt innovative solutions that were not capable by traditional means.

The FedRAMP Authorization process is an extensive development to the system. It requires significant efforts in planning, scheduling, and execution from the system’s organization to be considered successful. The organization’s commitment must also begin prior to engaging the process to increase the probability of success. The commitment is realized by developing the exhaustive procurement of the system’s initial supporting minimum-security requirements documentation and establishing partners who are also dedicated to the success of the accreditation process. Ultimately, to address innovative solutions using cloud services, agencies and their partners must be dedicated to the extensive and comprehensive process of FedRAMP.
Appendix: Glossary

- **3PAO** – Third Party Assessment Organization
- **Agency** – Federal agency that grants ATO to CSP for its CSO
- **ATO** - Authorization to Operate
- **Authorization Package** – Package containing evidence for Authorization including SSP, SAP, SAR, POA&M, Continuous Monitoring Plan, ATO Letter
- **CMMI** - Capability Maturity Model Integration
- **CSO** – Cloud Service Offering
- **CSP** – Cloud Service Provider
- **FedRAMP** - Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program
- **FedRAMP Authorized** – Status granted by FedRAMP PMO that a CSO is compliant with FedRAMP.
- **FedRAMP Ready** – Status granted by FedRAMP PMO that a CSO is ready for FedRAMP security assessment process.
- **FIPS** - Federal Information Processing Standards
- **FIPS 140-2** - Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules
- **Gap Assessment** – Pre-FedRAMP tests conducted by a third-party consultant to identify any missing security implementations that is necessary to start the FedRAMP process.
- **NIST** - National Institute Standards of Technology
- **ISO** - International Organization for Standardization
- **OMB MAX** – Information system that acts as a repository for FedRAMP documentation.
- **Package Request Form** -
- **POA&M** - Plan of Actions and Milestones
- **PMO** - Program Management Office
- **RAR** – Readiness Assessment Plan
- **SAP** – Security Assessment Plan
- **SAR** – Security Assessment Report
- **SSP** – System Security Plan
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